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  . . . CV (Control Voltage), and FM+CV (FM plus CV) synthesis. There are four additional slots for further oscillators, and a
unique type of modulation called SubSequent will determine which oscillator(s) is(are) activated after a chosen delay, and its

combination with the original oscillator determines the pitch of the note produced. Sytrus synthesizes waveforms with an
oscillator or operator, a CV (Control Voltage) signal, and an internal envelope or modulation circuit. Each oscillator can be on or
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off. Additionally, each operator can be set to perform FM,. . . . CV, or FM+CV synthesis (like an oscillator plus CV), and the
number of operators on can be set. Sytrus provides eight CV controllers (slots) that can be used to control any CV source in a

patch (like an external sequencer), and it can control a second external CV source. One of these controllers can be dedicated to a
CC Offset (a control for the clock offset of the soundcard or sequencer) and a second CC Offset can be set to the inverse of the
first, allowing for easy syncing to a sequencer or external soundcard clock. All CV sources can also be controlled by the internal
“envelope generator”, which provides a CV level from -1.5 to 1.5, and a steep (“attack”) or slow (“decay”) slope, and a “sustain”
level. Sytrus includes many of the commonly used synthesis parameters (like filters, oscillator sync, VCF cutoff, etc) and it can
include many of the synthesizers’ most powerful feature, like phase locking and a solo output. Sytrus can emulate many of the
commonly used synthesizers. It can emulate a classic analog synthesizer (“Classic”), a subtractive synthesizer (“Complex”), and

an FM synthesizer (“Fm”). A VCF is included, and a Midi CV In is provided. Sytrus can generate sounds based on a simple
rhythmic pattern (“One Time Event”), a sample, a real voice, or many other ways. Sytrus can perform FM,. . . . CV synthesis

(like an oscillator plus CV) and 82157476af
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